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TOUR OF 
GUANGXI: 
POLANC 11TH 
IN THE FINAL 
CLASSIFICATION

UAE Team Emirates 
have signed the Oliveira twins

Matteo Bono ends 
his career in China 

Manuele Mori had a great time 
meeting fans at Colnago Japan 
tent during the Japan Cup

Did you know that...



Tour of Guangxi:
Polanc 11th in the final classification

The final stage of the Tour of Guan-
gxi, 169km with the start and finish 
in Guilin, saw the general classifi-
cation stay mostly the same. UAE 
Team Emirates finished its Chinese 
trip with Jan Polanc in 11th overall 
and Fabio Aru in 15th. Both riders 
ended 28″ back from Gianni Moscon 
(Team Sky), overall winner of the 
Asian WorldTour race.
Jan Polanc: “I arrived in China at the 
end of a long competitive season, 
but I felt I still had energy in my legs, 
so I tried to fight to be in the top end 
of the general classification. It’s a 

pity I did not manage to get into the 
top 10 spots, even if I tried to throw 
myself in the final sprint yesterday 
to improve my position. I was invol-
ved in the crash, however. Today 
there was no space to try anything.”



Matteo Bono 
ends his career in China

The final stage of the 2018 Tour of 
Guangxi marked the end of Matteo 
Bono’s career. The rider from Bre-
scia began in 2005 as a trainee and 
combined class and devotion for 13 
seasons. He always raced with the 
team, first with Lampre and then 
UAE Team Emirates.



UAE Team Emirates 
have signed the Oliveira twins

Ivo and Rui, a double boost in the 
speed department for the Emirati for-
mation. In the market for talent, UAE 
Team Emirates has struck a double 
bargain: Portuguese twins Ivo and 
Rui Oliveira (photo Bettini), two of 
the most promising riders in interna-
tional cycling, have signed on to the 
team with two-year contracts.
Strength, consistent pacing and spe-
ed are among the skills that make up 
the brothers’ cycling portfolios, along 
with a technical base forged by track 
events as well. Ivo Emanuel Alves 

Oliveira (68 kg in 185 cm) and Rui Fi-
lipe Alves Oliveira (66 kg in 183 cm) 
were born in Vila Nova de Gaia on 
September 5, 1996 and in 2017 they 
debuted as pro riders with the Axe-
on-Hagens Berman jersey.
In  road racing, Ivo was crowned Por-
tuguese Under 23 time trial champion 
in 2018  and he won the 4th stage in 
the Circuit des Ardennes Internatio-
nal, while Rui captured the National 
Under 23 title in the in-line race. Ivo’s 
cache of track accomplishments cen-
ters on the silver medals he won in 

the 2018 European Championships 
and in the individual chase at the 
2018 World Championships (he was 
the first Portuguese to capture a po-
dium in a track World Championship, 
with a remarkable time of  4’12”365); 
meanwhile, Rui classified 3rd  (2017) 
and 2nd (2018) in the elimination 
race.



Manuele Mori had a great time 
meeting fans at Colnago Japan tent 
during the Japan Cup



Did you know that…

When he turned pro, Beppe Saronni 
had about 189 wins on the track and 
91 on the road. In 1974 he was se-
cond in the European Junior sprint 
championships. The first race as a pro 
was Trofeo Laigueglia: first Maertens, 
second Saronni. A star was born.
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